RETHINKING
MEASUREMENT

INTRO
Over the last year, over 24 brands have run Creative

How important is creative in advertising?
Answers may vary based on who you ask; but almost

Analytics over 40 campaigns. By assessing the results
of these campaigns, Flashtalking has uncovered that:

all would say that it is very important—for example,
a recent Nielsen study found that creative can be
responsible for up to 47% of the sales lift attributed
to advertising. Yet when it comes to measurement
and analytics, digital creative has received very
little attention—particularly in the context of

ON AVERAGE, THE TOP PERFORMING
QUARTILE OF CREATIVES ARE
7X MORE IMPACTFUL THAN THE WORST
PERFORMING QUARTILE OF CREATIVES

programmatic. The majority of digital analytics effort
has focused on media/audience performance, leaving
most advertisers still relying on outdated response
metrics for creative (i.e. click-through rates).

CLICK-THROUGH RATES ARE
NEGATIVELY CORRELATED
WITH CREATIVE PERFORMANCE

Flashtalking has addressed this problem by creating
a machine learning based approach to creative

These observations indicate a significant opportunity

assessment. Flashtalking Creative Analytics uses

for advertisers to improve campaign performance by

our multi-touch attribution engine to score the

optimizing creative. But to do so, advertisers must update

contribution of each impression, but then applies

their measurement tools, replacing outdated metrics with

an additional layer of data science to control for

smarter, data-driven analysis of creative performance.

media bias and audience bias in the data. The result
is an understanding of relative creative impact for
each delivered ad, based on its ability to influence
behavioral outcomes (tracked success events).

CONTEXT:
CURRENT STATE OF CREATIVE MEASUREMENT
For the last 20 years, most creative has been evaluated based on click-through
rates (CTR). These simple KPIs are the basis of most creative optimization
tools and processes and they often underly strategic campaign decisions.
Unfortunately, CTRs have significant limitations. While they may be useful
in assessing response rates in long-tail retargeting campaigns, they are too
unreliable and subject to bias for measuring and optimizing creatives. (Please see
appendix for more on the limitations of CTRs).
Last-touch attribution (LTA) is also used as a proxy for measuring creatives, but
is also flawed, wrongly assuming the only creative that matters is the last one
served. There is beginning to be some attempt to move beyond LTA by measuring
creative within multi-touch attribution algorithms (MTA); but initial efforts have
been hindered by small, biased data sets, thereby producing unreliable results.
Finally, when advertisers want to measure creative performance beyond CTR
or digital attribution, they turn to survey-based methods (such as brand impact
studies), and/or A/B testing. These methods are valuable and can certainly
form a component of an effective measurement strategy—but their high cost,
large sample size requirements, and lengthy testing or reporting cycles limit the
applicability for measuring and optimizing creative in-flight.

CREATIVE
MEASUREMENT APPROACH
To bring some clarity to the creative measurement
problem, Flashtalking set out to assess creative
performance in a way that would meet better
serve advertisers’ needs. Employing a data-driven
approach, we assessed the performance of each
creative version—defined by its propensity to
influence conversions in proportion to the total
number of impressions served—across 60+
campaigns from 2018 (averaging 142M impressions
per campaign). The study comprised over 10 billion
impressions served on behalf of 24 advertisers;
covering the Travel, Media, Telco, Gaming,
Consumer Services, and Energy sectors. For all
advertisers, a conversion was defined as either a
purchase or an indication of intent to purchase
(e.g. configurating a car for an auto advertiser).
We applied a proprietary, data-driven approach
that uses clustering algorithms to account for bias
from audience and media factors, and machinelearning multi-touch attribution to determine
the effectiveness of each creative. Using this
method, each creative version is given a Creative
Performance Index (CPI) score representing its
relative effectiveness. For more on how CPI is
calculated, please see Section 3 of the appendix.

Accurate measurement
is a critical requirement
to unlock the
value of creative.

INSIGHT #1:

CREATIVE
PERFORMANCE
VARIES—A LOT

AVERAGE CPI BY CLIENT
FOR TOP & BOTTOM QUARTILE

We first examined the
different in CPI scores
between our top and bottom
creative quartiles. The results
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were striking and relatively
On average, creatives in the
top performance quartile
were 7x more impactful than
their counterparts in the

AVERAGE CPI

consistent across campaigns.
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bottom performance quartile.
2

Even in the narrowest case,
the top quartile creatives were
80% more impactful than
those in the bottom quartile.

0

The chart at right shows the
CPI of the top and bottom
quartiles by advertiser.

ADVERTISERS
(names hidden)

Most know creative performance varies by concept—
but few realize the breadth of the chasm between best and worst.

QUARTILES
TOP
BOTTOM

INSIGHT #2:

CLICK-THROUGH
RATES ARE
HORRIBLE METRICS

CTR BY CLIENT FOR
TOP & BOTTOM QUARTILE

To evaluate the effectiveness of

0.04%

CTR as an optimization tool, we
compared how creatives ranked
based on CTR vs. CPI. The table
below shows that, across all
quartile creatives are likely to
have much higher CTRs. In other
words, CTRs are negatively
correlated with actual creative
performance.
Creatives in the top quartile had

CLICK-THROUGH RATE

brands and campaigns, lower

0.03%

0.02%

0.01%

an average click-through rate
that was less than half of those
in the bottom (.007% vs .017%).
As the chart shows, click-through
rates for the top quartile were
almost always lower. In cases

0.00%

ADVERTISERS
(names hidden)

where they did have a higher CTR,
the difference was usually quite
small—supporting the thesis that
CTR and creative performance are
negatively correlated.

Advertisers relying on click-through rates to optimize performance
would have better luck flipping a coin.

QUARTILES
TOP
BOTTOM

CONCLUSION
Combined, these results paint a convincing picture. The variance in
performance across creatives indicates there are significant gains to be made
by properly measuring and optimizing creative. But if an advertiser is using the wrong
creative performance metric for optimization, it will be inclined to serve
more of what is not working.
Creative measurement has real world application. For example, one Flashtalking
client used the CPI to understand the relative return of different ad concepts.
Through the analysis, they uncovered that their higher performing concepts
outperformed their lower performing concepts by 9x—but that the higher performers
accounted for only 23% of impressions (vs. 77% for the underperformers). Based
on this insight, they were able to adjust their creative rotations to emphasize the
higher performers—making their media spend more efficient. This is not an unusual
outcome. Many clients have been able to quickly understand which concepts (and
images and copy lines) are strong winners or weak losers, to not only adjust creative
distribution, but feed those insights into further creative development.
These insights make it clear that accurate measurement is a critical requirement to
unlock the value of creative and to increase return on ad spend. Effective creative
optimization may be one of the few untapped opportunity spaces left for advertisers.
So what can (and should) advertisers do? The tools to accurately measure creative
performance exist—either as off the shelf solutions, or as in-house solutions.
However, tracking the right metrics is only the first step. Advertisers will also need to
implement processes that place creative performance optimization at the forefront—
elevating it as a priority to receive the same level of attention and analytic rigor as that
of media and audience analysis.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

on creative measurement,
or about the results or methodology
from this report, please contact us
at sales@flashtalking.com

REQUIREMENTS FOR GOOD CREATIVE MEASUREMENT
For creative measurement tools to be effective, they should

		•

Bias due to the audience creative is served to.

meet three criteria:

			

Ads served to regular site visitors and/or brand

			

advocates (and even those in the retargeting segment)

			

are more likely to elicit a response than those served to

1 Reflection of actual conversion impact—the method must
		

consider the actual impact that a creative has on a user’s

			

users who are not fans of the brand, regardless of the

		

likelihood to convert. This means that the method cannot:

			

quality of the creative.

		•

Rely solely on proxy metrics such as dwell or

			engagement rates.
		•

Allocate credit in a way that is arbitrary or

			

inaccurate (e.g. only assigning credit to the click or

			

first / last impression)

2 Freedom from bias—There are two major sources of bias
		

in creative measurement; both must be addressed when

		

analyzing creative performance.

		•

Bias due to the quality of the media placement.

			

For example, a creative served in a relevant, targeted

			

and visible media placement is much more likely to

			

have impact than one served broadly at the bottom of a

			

crowded, irrelevant page. You can’t penalize the creative

			

for the poor media placement.

3 Sample size—Many analytic techniques are great in
		

theory, but are not practical due to limitations on

		

campaign size and time-frames for collecting data.

		

A good analytic approach needs to work with real-world

		

(often small) sample sizes, while still allowing for granular

		

comparisons of creative.

Furthermore, operational efficiency should also be considered—
both in terms of the cost required to conduct the analysis
and the length of time it takes to gather and analyze results.
Time, energy and expense are key factors when selecting a
measurement approach.

HOW CURRENT MEASUREMENT
APPROACHES STACK UP
Click-through Rates (CTRs) fail all the criteria listed in the section above. Relying on
CTR presumes that unless an ad is clicked, it had no impact. In doing so, CTR fails
to represent how ads inform and create awareness among consumers—paving the
way for consumers to convert at a later date. It also treats all clicks the same—even
accidental or low-quality clicks. Further, CTR fails to account for audience or media
bias—the quality of a media placement or the responsiveness of an audience will
influence the click-through rate of a creative regardless of that creative’s quality.
Last-touch attribution (LTA) models also fail on the impact and bias fronts. While
operationally efficient, they fail to reflect actual conversion impact (again, last
touch unfairly allocates credit to a tiny minority of the impressions) and are also
influenced by media and audience factors—leading to biased results.
Multi-touch attribution (MTA) passes our first test—it is currently the industry’s
best approach for tying digital marketing to conversion impact. However, standard
algorithmic MTA outputs are often skewed due to media and audience bias. Sample
size is also an issue. For example—some seek to analyze creatives within each
media placement. In reality, this results in a data set that is too small to model, with
only a handful of converters at the most granular level.
Surveys and A/B testing face limitations as well. Thoughtfully constructed sampling
can address concerns of bias/inaccuracy; sample size concerns can usually be
addressed by adding scale, but that comes with a cost. The expense of expanding
the survey respondent pool, or in serving PSA ads as a control group, can be too
much to bear for many advertisers looking for granular creative insights.

REQUIREMENTS
DATA-DRIVEN
CREATIVE
FOR
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Flashtalking sought to overcome the issues above by developing
a new data-driven approach for measuring which creatives are
best (and worst) in driving conversions - while accounting for bias
and sample size with speed and efficiency. The output of what we
call “Creative Analytics” is our Creative Performance Index (CPI)
which force-ranks each creative based on its performance while
adhering to the measurement principles above. We accomplish
this through a three-step analytic process:
1 Machine learning models analyze and segment
		

visitors and converters into unique clusters based on the

		

complexity of their paths, removing users with extremely

		

simple or complex conversion paths. This programmatically

		

accounts for audience and media bias by removing users

		

who might skew the results one way or another, leaving

		

us with a representative sample of converters for deeper

		

creative analysis.

2 Models analyze the propensity of each creative to
		

influence conversions based on its relative share of

		

assist impressions and attributed conversions.

3 The outputs are scored by the Creative Performance
		

Index which ranks each creative by concept and/or

		

version, making it easy for advertisers to assess and

		

take action to optimize.

This method addresses our three requirements—it correlates
creative performance to actual conversion results, mitigates
audience and media bias and is able to produce consistently
accurate results with relatively small sample sizes.

